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New External Investment
Pool Standards—
An Overview
DAVID BEAN, GASB
Governmental accounting and financial reporting
standards are no stranger to state and local
government investment pools; however, the
recently released Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 79, Certain
External Investment Pools and Pool Participants,
represents a departure from prior standards.
That Statement is not linked
to the provisions of the
Securities and Exchange
Commission’s (SEC) rules
for money market funds.
Instead, it is a self-contained
set of standards. The good
news is that the vast majority
of the provisions set forth
in the new Statement are
based on SEC Rule 2a7,
so those pools that have
met the 2a7 provisions will
not be facing significant
changes. The other piece
of important news is that
there is less ambiguity
with the GASB provisions
and, therefore, the result
will be more consistency
in the application of those
standards.

Background

reporting entity) versus internal investment pools
(primary government and component units and
internal portions of external investment pools).
Based on the Statement 31 provisions, external
investment pools determined to be 2a7-like were
allowed to report all investments at amortized
cost.
During the 2008 financial
crisis, it came to light that
some external investment
pools that were reported
as meeting the 2a7-like
classification were actually
2a7-kinda like. In other
words, the pools did not
meet all of the 2a7 basic
requirements, including
those related to investment
quality and duration. To
further clarify the 2a7-like
requirements, the GASB
issued Statement No. 59,
Financial Instruments
Omnibus, in 2010. The
external investment pool
saga may have ended there,
but in July 2014, the SEC
made significant revisions
to Rule 2a7. Many revisions
dealt with requirements (for
example, daily reporting
requirements) that did not
impact the actual investments held by the pools.
Because Rule 2a7 does not directly apply to most
external investment pools, the GASB was asked by
certain stakeholders to reconsider the references
to Rule 2a7 in the governmental accounting and
financial reporting literature.

During the 2008
financial crisis, it
came to light that
some external
investment
pools that were
reported as
meeting the 2a7like classification
were actually
2a7-kinda like.

Specific financial reporting
guidance for investment pools was first
introduced into the GASB literature with the
issuance of Statement No. 31, Accounting and
Financial Reporting for Certain Investments and
for External Investment Pools, in 1997. Statement
31 provides separate guidance for external
investment pools (investment pool holdings for
entities that are not included in the government’s
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In response to those requests, pre-agenda
research began in August 2014. The research
included an analysis of the new Rule 2a7
requirements (referred to in this article as 2014
Rule 2a7) versus the requirements found in the
2010 version of Rule 2a7 (referred to as 2010 Rule
2a7), a review of current reporting by external
investment pools, and outreach to users of
external investment pool financial statements
and financial statements of pool participants.
After considering the research findings, the GASB
added a project to its current technical agenda
in December 2014. A proposed Statement was
issued in June 2015 with a 60-day comment
period, and 22 comment letters were received.
The Board analyzed those comment letters and
made modifications based on those responses.
Statement 79 was approved unanimously by the
GASB in December 2015.

Basic Principles
of Statement 79
In establishing standards that would allow an
external investment pool (and the participants
in that pool) to recognize all of its investments at
amortized cost for financial reporting purposes,
the Board first and foremost was concerned about
whether the value of the investments closely
approximated fair value.

At Large Board Member
Laura B. Glenn, CFA
(404) 656-2995
lglenn@treasury.ga.gov

In Statement No. 72, Fair Value Measurement and
Application, the GASB established that measuring
investments at fair value generally is preferable.
However, Statement 72 did allow an exception
to fair value measurement for 2a7-like external
investment pools because the amortized cost of
investments held by 2a7-like external investment
pools closely approximates fair value. That basic
premise was carried forward to Statement 79.

At Large Board Member
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pjurgensen@nevadatreasurer.gov

Based on the requirements set forth in Statement
79, an external investment pool may elect to
measure for financial reporting purposes all of its
investments at amortized cost if it meets all of the
following criteria:

President Emeritus
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1.	 Transacts with its participants at a stable
net asset value per share (for example,
all contributions and redemptions are
transacted at $1.00 net asset value per share)
2.	 Meets specific portfolio maturity
requirements
3.	 Meets specific portfolio quality requirements
4.	 Meets specific portfolio diversification
requirements
5.	 Meets specific portfolio liquidity
requirements
6.	 Meets specific shadow pricing requirements

The Specifics
The intent of this article is not to repeat the
specific provisions of Statement 79 but to provide
some insights into certain requirements that
were highlighted in the Basis for Conclusions
section of the Statement. These insights may be
beneficial as governments consider the impact of
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the new standards. Again, the new Statement was
developed primarily based on the criteria set forth
in the 2014 and 2010 versions of the SEC rule. The
GASB considered the criteria in each of the 12
sections of 2014 Rule 2a7; however, Statement 79
excludes certain 2014 Rule 2a7 criteria, generally
because those criteria are operational in nature,
relate to calculating a transaction price, or do
not, in the GASB’s judgment, minimize the risk of
amortized cost basis measurements significantly
deviating from fair value. The criteria that were
considered but not included in the final Statement
are specifically addressed in the Basis for
Conclusions section of Statement 79.

Transacting at a Stable
Net Asset Value per Share
As noted above in the Basic Principles section
of this article, Statement 79 requires that
qualifying external investment pools transact
with participants using a stable net asset value
per share. The Basis for Conclusions of that
Statement notes that transacting at a stable net
asset value per share does not necessarily mean
an external investment pool can measure all of its
investments on an amortized cost basis. Currently,
many external investment pools are operated
on an amortized cost basis, but they measure at
least some of their investments in their financial
statements at fair value. In contrast, many money
market funds are required by 2014 Rule 2a7 to
transact at a floating net asset value per share.

Portfolio Maturity Requirements
Statement 79 provides that a qualifying external
investment pool’s portfolio should (in GASB
language should means must) maintain a
weighted average maturity of 60 days or less
and a weighted average life of 120 days or less.
The requirements note that a weighted average
maturity measure takes into account certain
maturity shortening features, such as interest rate
resets, whereas a weighted average life measure
does not. Those requirements are consistent with
the 2010 Rule 2a7 provisions.

Portfolio Quality Requirements
The Statement 79 portfolio requirements refer to
a credit rating within the context of securities and
other investments acquired and held. Regarding
acquisition, the criteria include a reference
to the highest category of short-term credit
ratings (or its long-term equivalent category).
The Statement also refers to a credit rating if
securities subsequently experience a decline in
credit quality if, at the reporting date, the pool
holds no more than 3 percent of its total assets
in securities that have credit ratings within the
second-highest category of short-term credit
ratings (or its long-term equivalent category).
The references to credit ratings are not without
controversy; however, the GASB still believes that
the ratings provide an objective external source
for evaluating credit quality.

Continued on page 3
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Portfolio Liquidity Requirements
The new Statement’s portfolio liquidity
requirements include 3 specific percentage
thresholds—maximum 5 percent illiquid assets,
minimum 10 percent daily liquid assets, and
minimum 30 percent weekly liquid assets—that
would be met at the time of acquisition of a
security or other investment. These limits reflect
the requirements in the 2010 Rule 2a7; therefore,
Statement 79 is not introducing more stringent
requirements in this area than are currently found
in Statement 59.

Shadow Pricing Requirements
The 2014 Rule 2a7 increased the frequency
of shadow pricing from “at an appropriate
interval” that is found in the 2010 Rule to a
daily requirement. In arriving at the monthly
shadow requirement found in Statement 79,
the GASB sought an interval that would identify
cost deviations without imposing onerous
requirements. In applying this requirement,
the GASB determined that 0.5 percent is an
appropriate threshold to indicate that amortized
cost is significantly different from fair value.

Compliance with the Criteria
Many of the specific criteria set forth in
Statement 79 are expressed in terms of ongoing
requirements, such as being met at the time
of acquisition of an investment, which occurs
regularly throughout a reporting period.
In establishing this Statement, the GASB
considered how strictly an external investment
pool should comply with the criteria and
concluded that there should be judgment
involved in making that determination based on
the specific facts and circumstances faced by the
external investment pool. However, professional
judgment does not mean that noncompliance
can be ignored. There will be instances of
noncompliance that are so significant that an
external investment pool will conclude that
it has not met the criteria to measure all of its
investments at amortized cost.
Once an external investment pool does not
qualify, the question is whether the pool
should be allowed to return to amortized cost
measurement in subsequent reporting periods.
After considering respondent comments, the
GASB concluded that the existing authoritative
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guidance adequately addresses considerations for
a justified change in accounting principle, which
may include exceptional circumstances.

Effective Date and Transition
Statement 79 is effective for reporting periods
beginning after June 15, 2015 (for example,
financial statements for the fiscal year ending on
June 30, 2016). That effective date was driven in
part by the reference in Statement 59 to Rule 2a7.
The effective dates of 2014 Rule 2a7 begin in April
2016.
There are certain provisions related to portfolio
quality and the monthly shadow price calculation
that are effective for reporting periods beginning
after December 15, 2015.
As previously noted, there are certain
requirements that limit acquisitions of securities
with credit ratings in the second-highest category
of short-term credit ratings (or its long-term
equivalent category) that are more stringent
than Rule 2a7. Likewise, the shadow pricing

requirement is more stringent than the 2010 Rule
2a7 regulations.
In addition, the criteria that address custodial
credit risk, as well as the credit quality of
depository institutions and repurchase agreement
counterparties, were not specifically required by
Rule 2a7 prior to the 2014 amendments. The later
effective date will allow an external investment
pool to meet those criteria for the entire reporting
period.

Conclusion
The new external investment pool standards will
provide those pools that choose to report all of
their investments for financial reporting purposes
at amortized cost with a clear path forward.
While Statement 79 does introduce a few new
requirements, the GASB believes that applying
the provisions of this Statement will not require
a significant amount of effort for those external
investment pools that are complying with the
current 2a7 requirements.

New Designation Program
for Government
Investment Pros!
Development is under way on GIOA’s all-new ONLINE
educational program designed specifically for dedicated
government investment professionals. Since the last
conference, the working group has been developing the
professional qualifications of personnel which manage or
have oversight of a public agency portfolio. Twenty topics
were identified which will lead to the release of 20 new
courses throughout 2016. Upon successful completion
of the 20 courses and exams, as well as a comprehensive
exam, government investment professionals can earn the
distinction of Certified Government Investment Professional
(CGIP).
Visit www.gioa.us/certification.html to find out more about
becoming a CGIP. Registration is $1500 for a two-year license
period; enrollment begins during the 2016 GIOA Conference.
If you have any questions in the meantime, please contact
either Maurine Day (mday@gioa.us) or Susan Munson
(smunson@fixedincomeacademy.com).
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Investment Portals Have Taken Off:
The use of Independent, multi-bank portals is the most popular
means of dealing short-term cash instruments
ARON CHAZEN, TREASURY CURVE
WILLIAM BAKER, INSTITUTIONAL CASH DISTRIBUTORS LLC (ICD)
A recently published industry survey has disclosed that
the “use of independent portals have overtaken other
transaction methods for short term cash instruments,
including telephone (38%) and proprietary portals
(21%).“ This transition to independent portals was the
result of increased efficiency, consolidated reporting and
retrieval accessibility, and exposure analytics.

some of the differences and commonalities in order to
determine the right portal for your institution. There are
two primary classifications of portals: single-vendor and
multi-vendor.
Single-Vendor Portals

Single vendor portals offer one bank’s proprietary
products and are typically offered by the asset
management division of large banks. The typical user of
these portals tends to be a small to mid-sized institution
that is truly tied to their primary bank, has a limited
amount of cash and has a small treasury department.

Digital technologies have transformed the manner in
which treasurers and short-term cash managers invest
and manage risk. Key to this trend is 1) SEC Rule 2a-7
changes in reporting requirements; and 2) the credit
rating agencies (CRAs) have been
supplanted and the direct control
of risk management has been
placed in the direct control and
Digital
capable hands of treasurers and
investment managers. This new age
technologies
of transparency is what industry
have transformed
expert Treasury Strategies refers
to as “Treasury 3.0”, the evolution
the manner in
of treasury from transformative
activities to analytical and strategic
which treasurers
activities. Of greatest significance
is the advancement and maturity
and short-term
of software-as-a-service (SaaS)
cash managers
investment portals and risk
management applications. SaaS
invest and
investment portals help produce
employee time efficiencies, improved
manage risk.
accounting accuracy and established
treasury department performance
benchmarking.

What factors should you take into account
when selecting a portal?
Most treasury departments are aware of investment
portals. Many incorrectly assume that all portals are
the same. Some portals that appear to be robust at
first glance are not as robust when you learn what is
happening behind the scenes. It is helpful to outline
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Multi-Vendor Portals

Multi vendor portals can offer a
wide selection of treasury products
from multiple asset managers
and are offered by many types of
liquidity providers including the cash
management division of a bank,
asset managers, bank capital markets
desks and independent providers.
Client’s primary contact for a cash
management portal tends to have a
treasury services background.
The portals offered by asset
managers tend to lead with their
proprietary products but enable
clients to access third-party
investment products at their request.
Client’s primary contact typically has
an asset management background.

Portals from capital markets desks tend to offer a wide
variety of securities and the money funds are simply one
of the securities offered on the portal. Client’s primary
contact for a capital markets portal tends to be a trader
on the desk.
Continued on page 6
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Independent portal providers tend to focus on asset
management products, are not tied to any one bank,
and are typically transparent across all banks. Client’s
primary contact for an independent portal tends to have
asset management and technology backgrounds.
Portals also offer multiple ways for the client to interface
with their asset manager. This affects how the portal
interfaces with the fund providers.

direct models. This option primarily acts as an omnibus
portal, but offers some of the capabilities of direct
portals. For example, the portal maintains the records
of all underlying client accounts. Hybrid portals have
the ability to provide shareholder positions to the funds
on a daily basis in a file that can be imported into the
bank’s internal reporting systems. Hybrid portals also
enable the client to upload their portal trading data into
their treasury workstation manually and can provide STP.

Direct Interface

Common Services

The direct method is one way for portals to deal with
fund providers. In this example, the client account
is maintained by the fund company and the portal
is simply an electronic conduit for entering trade
instructions and receiving transaction history.

Portals should offer a high level of security with
password protection. Some portals offer multiple
levels of security with security image and pass phrase
or security answers. Don’t assume every portal offers
the same level of security. Make sure to ask the portal
provider to talk about their security procedures.

The client must complete an application with each fund
directly and receives statements from each fund. If the
client makes changes to their account they typically
must provide these instructions to each of their fund
providers directly. The client sends separate wires to
each of the funds and receives separate wires from each
manager for redemptions and dividends that are paid
out. These portals may interface well with the client’s
treasury workstation.

Continued on page 7

Omnibus Interface

The majority of portals appear to have an omnibus
relationship with the investment providers available
on the portal. In such a relationship, all of the accounts
are maintained by the portal. The client only completes
one application, and provides one notice to make
account changes, across all funds. Clients receive one
consolidated statement across all funds.
In addition to online trading, some omnibus portals
allow telephone trading, on a best- efforts basis. Portal
clients only send one wire to their portal provider to
transact across multiple funds and investments. The
portal then sends one omnibus trade to each asset
manager representing the underlying transactions of
all of the portal’s clients. Omnibus portals also enable
the client to upload investment data into their treasury
workstation and have the ability provide straightthrough processing (STP).
Hybrid Interface

A third option for the interface between the client and
their fund provider is a hybrid of the omnibus and
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Monte Carlo Resort & Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada — March 23–25, 2016
The room block at the Monte Carlo is subject
to availability and expires after February 22,
2016, so book your rooms now for the group
rate of $78 for a standard room and $130 for
a Monaco Suite (both with $25 resort fee).
After this date, the group rate is no longer
available! Monaco Suites are now available
directly through the hotel link:

https://resweb.passkey.com/go/XGIOA16.
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Most portals offer varying levels of control with the
ability to allow the senior treasurer staff access across
all underlying accounts while having the ability to limit
account access to staff. View-only access for auditors
and accounting departments should be a minimum
capability of all portals.
Portals should also have updated investment material
available such as prospectuses, statements of additional
information and annual reports. Having this information
at your fingertips really comes in handy during audit
time. Be sure your portal provider has a direct feed of
this data from the asset manager to ensure that the
most recent material is available. Be sure to read each
fund’s prospectus and research the specific fund you are
considering before you invest.
Reporting and statements seems to be something you
could safely assume was consistent across all portals
but that is not necessarily the case. Some portals
just list simple transaction history and provide trade
confirmations. The most robust portals offer clients the
ability to customize their reporting based on time frames
that include information on accumulated dividends.

Other Considerations
As treasury professionals wear several hats and have
limited time to spend on any one aspect of their daily
duties, they should also investigate the differences
between portals to determine how their decision today
can impact them in the future. For example, finding the
time to complete an account application is something
treasury professionals have to factor into their decision.
• Omnibus portals enable the clients to complete just
one application across funds. This also results in a
consolidated statement.
• Direct portals require the completion of a separate
application for each fund company.
• Capital markets’ portals or treasury services’ portals
usually require the client to have a credit review or
an existing bank account with that bank so more
paperwork may be involved.
• Hybrid portals enable clients that switch from a
direct relationship to a portal relationship to keep
the same account numbers.

of the fees can be hidden in related cash management,
custody fees or required compensating balances.
Analytics has emerged as a real hot topic among many
institutions due to today’s more stringent environment
of control and reporting. Some portals couple their
offering with analytics that incorporate all of the clients
investments, including but not limited to their money
fund holdings and investments in direct securities such
as commercial paper and repurchase agreements along
with segregated accounts outsourced to asset managers.
Not all analytics are created equal, so make sure to find
out whether your analytics focus more on accounting or
on risk.

Conclusion
Leveraging an advanced investment portal with deeply
integrated exposure analytics has been transformative
for treasury departments, and has enabled users to
effectively and efficiently manage credit and liquidity
risk. Treasurers and investment managers that transition
to this new trading and risk management paradigm will
experience profound advantages in capital and credit
risk management. Their investment methodology and
risk management superiority will project clarity of goals,
processes, and results.
Leading portals are designed with analytics and best
practices functionality to better serve critical treasury
challenges. Flexible architecture adaptable to any
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, treasury
workstation (TWS) or treasury management system
(TMS) integration should be an essential requirement.
Moreover, integrated plug-and-play straight-through
processing (STP) platform capability enables clients
to realize the operational efficiencies of STP without
incurring costly and time-consuming development
processes.

Today, some portals offer access to other products
and services that can really add value and save your
organization time and money. Be sure to find out if there
are additional charges for any of these functions as many
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Green is the
new Black
ESOHE DENISE ODARO
HEAD OF BOND INVESTOR RELATIONS, IFC
Not very long ago, an audience made up of climate
scientists, bankers and investors huddled over cups of
coffee discussing the earth’s future would have been
an unlikely mix. However this has become a recurring
affair since the advent of Green Bonds. Only last month
in the Paris winter, in the backdrop of the world’s 2015
largest Climate Change Conference (COP21), many a
number of financiers, banks, investors and development
finance institutions gathered to discuss ways to finance
projects that mitigate climate change using green
bonds and other instruments. As expected, green bonds
were discussed at the World Economic Forum in Davos
which opened last month. At the earlier COP event
held in 2009, world governments agreed to cooperate
on limiting the increase in global temperatures to 2°
C above pre-industrial levels in order to prevent the
negative effects of climate change. The International
Energy Agency estimates the financing requirement
to achieve the 2 °C target is $53 trillion in cumulative
investment to 20351. Much of this financing is expected
from the private sector and green bonds propose an
avenue to channel fixed income investor funds towards
this cause. In fact, Green Bonds have become a staple on
the agendas of most capital market conferences I have
attended in the last few years. It is arguably the most
topical bond subject over the last couple of years. As
Graham Sinclair in his article for TriplePundit aptly put
it, “To be clear, green bonds are the Teslas of the fixed
income marketplace”.
Although capital markets have been a source of funding
for green investments for a number of years, but until
recently, financing was predominantly from equity.
Private equity, venture capital, and government funding
were the most accessible sources of capital when green
technologies such as solar and wind were in early stages
of development. More recently, as these technologies
have been tested, proven, and refined, funders have
naturally progressed along the capital structure towards
public equity and debt financing to support growth and
scale.

The first ever “Green Bond” was issued by the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD), a member of the World Bank Group, in 2008
– a SEK2.3 billion bond with a maturity of six years,
instigated by demand from a group of Scandinavian
investors. Previously, in 2007, the European Investment
Bank (EIB) had issued a similarly structured bond with
ring-fenced proceeds under the label of “Climate
Awareness Bond”. In fact, Multilateral Development
Banks (MDBs) were the sole issuers of Green Bonds
up until 2013. As at January 2016, IFC has issued $4.4
billion in green bonds, mostly in US dollars including
two benchmark $1 billion issuances that were, at the
time, the largest such issuances in the markets. In 2013,
IFC issued a landmark $1billion offering, which was the
largest Green Bond to date at that time. The size of the
bond was in itself an innovation towards building market
depth and liquidity. Subsequently, corporate issuers
came to market and 2013 ended with a record volume
of $11 billion of issuance, around a 300% increase from
the previous year. The stratospheric growth in volume
issued since the first green bond only 6 years ago is
heavily owed to the entrance of other types of issuers
including corporates, banks, and municipalities into the
green bond market. Aggregate annual issuance rose
to $42 billion at the end of 2015. According to Climate
Bond Initiative, there was also a widening of the type of
projects financed by green bonds with more proceeds
leveraged for other green sectors.

Climate Bond Initiative, 2015 Green Bond Market Roundup

Continued on page9
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With a diverse range of issuers,
Green Bonds bring competitive
risk-adjusted returns to suit varying
risk preferences as they offer
investors green exposure without
increasing their risk appetite as the
bonds carry exactly the same credit
profile, and pay the same yield, as
the issuer’s conventional bonds. It
is for this reason that green bonds
have gained popularity and also
because the product is an liquid,
easy-to-understand instrument. For
investors, Green Bonds combine an
attractive investment proposition
with an opportunity to support
climate-related
projects.
So what makes
a bond green?
Whilst there
is no standard
definition, a
consortium of
banks, issuers
and investors
put together
the Green
Bond Principles
(GBP), which
are voluntary
process
guidelines that
recommend
transparency
and disclosure
and promote
integrity in the
development of
the Green Bond
market by clarifying the approach
for issuance of a Green Bond. The
GBP states that Green Bonds are any
type of bond instruments where
the proceeds will be exclusively
applied to finance or re-finance in
part or in full new and/or existing
eligible Green Projects. To date,
the majority of Green Bonds that
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have been issued fall under the
“use of proceeds” category and
are generally vanilla in structure.
The proceeds of these bonds are
ring-fenced and solely finance
environmentally friendly projects.
Investors have no exposure to the
underlying projects risk but are
limited to the issuer’s credit rating.
There is no difference in pricing
compared to a vanilla bond and
bond issues can be tailored to the
needs of diverse financial market
players and support a range of
corporate as well as government
climate change mitigation efforts.

around $100 billion owing to the
regulatory encouragement by
governments and the imminent
signing of the climate agreement
from the COP21 in Paris by countries
including the US. The path ahead
certainly has a spotlight on it. With
oil prices at record lows, the impact
on green projects is yet to be seen,
however, as debated in Davos,
there is now “a business and moral
imperative” to invest in clean and
renewable energy sources, and
green bonds may pave the way for
such investments.

Climate Bond Initiative, 2015 Green Bond Market Roundup

Currently, the US is the largest green
bond market although it is worth
noting that there are number of
regulatory initiatives underway in
a few countries to promote green
bond issuance. Most notably,
China and India recently published
guidelines for issuance. Predictions
for 2016 issuance seem to hover

For more on green bonds, please
refer to the Green Bond Principles
http://www.icmagroup.org/
Regulatory-Policy-and-MarketPractice/green-bonds/green-bondprinciples/ and for IFC’s green bond
program, www.IFC.org/Greenbonds
IEA World Energy Investment Outlook 2014

1
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The Repo Landscape
Has Changed
JEFF KIDWELL, DIRECTOR AND HEAD OF DIRECT REPO™ AT AVM, L.P.
The landscape has changed, and
not from global warming, but
from regulatory reforms out of the
Financial Crisis of 2008. Some 396
rules of the Dodd-Frank law, pillars
of Basel III, reforms of the municipal
bond market, derivatives market,
Triparty Repo, money market
fund industry, and reforms of the
securities lending industry continue
to be proposed and implemented
by regulatory and government
bodies globally. Each impacts more
than just the intended sector of the
financial industry. Let’s take a peek
at some of the rules that will be
implemented in 2016, the impacts
we’ve already seen in the Repo &
Securities Lending industry, and the
financial market’s responses and
solutions.
As 2016 unfolds, the financial
industry is bracing itself for more
proposals and the implementation
of new reforms. I want to just
highlight some of the more popular
ones here:
• Comprehensive Capital Analysis
and Review (CCAR)-7/1/16,
which will complete the
implementation of the Fed’s
required stress testing and
capital planning calculations
and reporting by Non-bank
Significantly Important Financial
Institutions (SIFIs).
• Globally Systemic Important
Banks (GSIB) surcharge7/1/16, which will implement
a leverage surcharge on the 8
US bank holding companies
so identified (at least $700
billion in total consolidated
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assets or at least $10 trillion in
assets under custody), causing
them to maintain a US Basel
III Supplementary Leverage
Ratio (SLR) of at least 5% (2%
buffer above Basel III minimum)
and their insured depository

•

Let’s take a peek
at some of the
rules that will be

•

implemented in
2016, the impacts

•

we’ve already seen in
the Repo & Securities

•

Lending industry,
and the financial
market’s responses
and solutions.

institutions of at least 6% (3%
buffer above Basel III minimum),
or face increasingly stringent
capital distribution and
discretionary bonus restrictions.
• Basel III Liquidity Coverage
Ratio (LCR), which addresses the
sufficiency of a ‘stock of high
quality liquid assets (HQLA)’
to meet short-term liquidity
(30 days) needs during certain
stress scenarios, and Net Stable
Funding Ratio (NSFR), which
addresses longer term structural
liquidity mismatches (wholesale

•

funding) and requires a
minimum amount of stable
funding (1 year)-due date 7/1/16
for $250-750b institutions and
daily calculations from GSIBs.
Money Market Fund Reformadoption of floating NAV
amendments and fees/gates
amendments, approved by
the SEC- fully implemented by
10/14/16. Most participants
believe this will greatly curtail or
be the demise of Prime Money
Market Funds.
Volcker rule regarding
proprietary trading, CEO
attestation-3/31/16.
Derivatives Reforms for
uncleared margin, data
reporting, cross-border relief9/30/16.
Triparty Repo Reform-FICC
settlement of GCF (which will
see a split of clearing banks on
7/1/16) and Orderly Liquidation
reform for Fire Sale Riskunknown date.
Federal Reserve initiative to
standardize initial margin
(haircuts) for the Repo &
Securities Lending industry,
which is a follow up to the FSB
proposal to increase haircuts for
financial transactions to combat
Shadow Banking and the just
released Basel III Fundamental
Review of the Trading Book
(FRTB), in which the Basel
Committee ruled to increase the
capital held by banks for their
Trading Book (on balance sheet
by outright purchase or reverse
repo) for RMBS, CMBS, and ABS
securities (which goes into effect
in 2019)-expected proposal in
2016.
Continued on page 11
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• FSOC is looking at a possible
bankruptcy stay or ‘multi-day
pause’ for financial transactions,
which follows on the heels of
the new ISDA resolution stay
protocol for swaps-possible
proposal in 2016.
• FHFA was expected to rule on
the membership of non-banks
in the FHLB System’s Advance
Program through captive
insurance arms sometime in
2016. They actually announced
the ruling 1/12/16 to close this
loophole, much earlier than
expected, with 1-year or 5-year
grandfathering and winddowns of current Advances by
non-banks.

Impacts already seen in the
Repo and Securities Lending
markets:

• Broker/dealers have dramatically
increased the bid/offer spread
for repo to offset increased
capital costs due to reforms;
• Broker/dealers have decreased
their balance sheets as capital
costs have increased;
• Broker/dealers have decreased
positioning of high quality liquid
assets (US Treasuries and Agency
MBS) and increased positioning
of less liquid Residential
Mortgage-Backed Securities
(RMBS) collateral, corporate
bonds, and equity securities, to
improve Return on Capital;
• Securities lending utilization
rates have continued to decline
with the decrease in broker/
dealers’ balance sheets;
• Dramatic increase in settlement
fails to deliver on US Treasuries,
per the Federal Reserve, from
monthly average of $38.5
billion/day in the first three
quarters of 2015 to $62 billion/
day in Q4 2015;
• Though systemic risks may
have decreased, dealer risk
has increased due to declining
quality of assets on balance
sheet and longer term of
holding assets.
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The creative market responses:

• Increased movement to peerto-peer Direct Repo, non-dealer
financing in HQLA collateral,
bypassing the broker/dealers;
• Increased movement out of
Triparty Repo to DVP repo;
• Increased conversations about
Direct Lending (beneficial owner
or securities lending agent to
hedge fund), bypassing the
prime brokers and broker/
dealers lending to hedge funds;
• More usage of the Fed’s Reverse
Repo Program (RRP) facility, the
overall size of which has also
been increased by the Federal
Reserve, bypassing the Primary
dealers;
• Use of evergreen and longterm repo structures by
broker/dealers to satisfy Basel
III and Triparty Repo Reform
regulations;
• Emergence of Collateral Central
and Triparty Repo Lite products
to simulate Triparty Repo and
bypass purview of Triparty Repo
Reform;
• Sharp decline in Money Market
Prime Funds and huge increase
in Money Market Government
Funds, ahead of compliance
date for Money Market Fund
Reform, and similar huge
increase in Government ETFs;
• Increased work by the industry
on several Repo Central Clearing
Counterparty (CCP) and
Securities Lending CCP efforts, in
the US and Europe, to improve
balance sheet impact on broker/
dealers, utilizing exchanges and
international platforms.

With all of the regulatory reforms
that were implemented in 2014
and 2015, having large impacts on
various sectors of the Repo and
Securities Lending industry, the
industry is gearing up for many
reforms to come. Broker/dealers
and various customer segments
continue to allocate increasing

amounts of personnel and expenses
to comply with regulatory reform.
These regulatory reforms have
already led to (and will continue
to lead to) permanent changes
in financial industry structure,
mechanics, and behavior. Each
customer and segment of the
financial industry needs to keep
focused on how the regulatory
reforms directly or indirectly affect
them and their participation in
the Repo and Securities Lending
industry.

FUN
FACT$

• IF WE COULD HAVE
ANY LUXURY IN
THE WORLD (AND
MONEY DIDN’T
MATTER), MORE
OF US WOULD
CHOOSE TO
SPEND MONEY
ON A BUTLER AND
A MAID THAN
ANYTHING ELSE.
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2016 Investment Considerations
for Municipal Issuers
JEFF LIPTON, Managing Director – Municipal Research and Strategy, Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
The following discussion represents some of the key
themes of our 2016 Municipal Bond Market outlook.
Many of these issues remain fluid and are subject to
adjustment as necessary.

Nevertheless, the fixed income markets will remain
sensitive to Fed policy decisions and geo-political events,
some of which are likely to be encore performances
(China is back on stage) and some may be new
developments. In keeping with a second-half theme of
Munis Showed Respectable “Coupon Clipping”
2015, Munis are likely to underperform Treasuries during
Performance in 2015; 2016 Could Do a Bit Better – Munis
bond market rallies and outperform during market
ended the year with a 3.3% total
selloffs. The “flight-to-quality-trade”
return per Barclays, outperforming
emerged a number of times in 2015
both corporates and Treasuries and
and we suspect that 2016 will be no
…the
fixed
income
falling in line with our most updated
different.
performance forecast. Despite the
markets will
variability in volume, interest rate
December represented the sixth
and global growth uncertainty, and
consecutive month of positive
remain sensitive
the credit headlines and price erosion
performance. Much of the negative
to Fed policy
surrounding Puerto Rico and, to a
performance months earlier in 2015
lesser extent, other credit outliers,
and significant underperformance
decisions and
the Muni market demonstrated
relative to 2014 can be attributed
resiliency throughout 2015 and this is
to first half supply pressure, Central
geo-political
likely to be a key theme in 2016.
Bank rate policy, geopolitical events
and various credit issues (Puerto Rico,
events, some of
We see 2016 Muni performance
Chicago, New Jersey, Illinois, and
which are likely
slightly ahead of 2015 performance
unfunded pension concerns).Fund
on continued “coupon-clipping”
flows were often negative earlier
to
be
encore
(and not price appreciation), but
in the year. Fund flows were largely
certainly not approaching doublepositive during Q4 2015 and we
performances…
digit returns. Munis are expected to
can cite the generally sound credit
outperform U.S. Treasuries in 2016 on
profile of municipals (highlighted
lower tax-exempt issuance, strong
by improving tax collections and
demand, a favorable economic and credit backdrop, a
significant, albeit uneven, advances within the real
largely retail dominated, buy and hold market, and a
estate sector), stronger technicals and relative value
minimal threat of tax-reform in 2016 (although election
opportunities (although recently diminishing) as
cycle rhetoric could assist Muni relative value ratios).
supportive factors for currently positive performance.
For much of 2015, global events and Fed policy impacted
U.S. Treasury price movement and there was certainly
a corresponding effect on muni yields, although
tax-exempts managed to avoid the eye of the volatility
storm that had unsettled the waters for corporates and
equities. At times, muni market technicals took on a
life of their own and moved tax-exempt prices away
from conventional reasoning. No doubt, the supply and
demand dynamic will support muni returns in 2016.
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Relative Value, Curve Movement and Spreads - Needless
to say, technicals and an abundance of Fed uncertainty
impacted relative value ratios as well as the Muni curve
in 2015. Nominal Muni yields essentially finished up
right where they began in January. We understand that
it is often difficult to place a “rate bet”, and so it does
make sense to focus on the following three investment
Continued on page 13
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considerations – security selection, fundamental analysis
and execution. Throughout the fourth quarter, we
suggested that although there may be pressure on the
short-end of the curve, the long-end could strengthen
on “lift-off”, thus extending maturities to capture
potential appreciation seemed a reasonable strategy.
Until recently, relative value had been quite compelling
as measured by the 10 year Muni/Treasury benchmark
which has registered mid-90% up to parity. Presently,
the benchmark ranges in the low 80’s% given the more
recent outperformance (richer) of Munis relative to
Treasuries. Earlier cheapening of Muni bond prices
relative to Treasuries, which had occurred during a
period of generally declining bond prices and which had
been accompanied by slightly wider credit spreads, can
be attributed to heavier new-issue volume. We expect
continued variability in relative value ratios over the
near-term as Fed policy sentiment results in episodic
bond-market selloffs and supply/demand forces take
hold. As rates rise, we could expect some marginal
widening in credit spreads with volatility mostly linked
to unfunded pension liabilities and uneven revenue
performance for various credits and sectors.
As we enter 2016, we will continue to follow the
M/T relationship. If January tracks historical patterns
with lighter issuance, we could expect to see Munis
becoming richer relative to Treasuries and then possibly
cheapening up again as Muni performance ebbs. As
more attractive entry points do become available, we
could see expanded cross-over buyer participation.
With the now-terminated Build America Bond program,
and non-conventional interest in Puerto Rico paper
(foreign investors, hedge funds, distressed) the market is
witnessing an evolving investor base enticed by available
yields on new name credits. We expect this to be an
ongoing theme in 2016.
Ahead of the FOMC rate move, Munis had already
baked in a 25 basis point hike. So the “apocalypse”
never came and we believe that our strategy to extend
maturities still has unlocked value, particularly if market
technicals help out. We witnessed a flattening of the
Muni yield curve with expectations that the curve could
flatten further, particularly with oil trending lower and
dislocations in the corporate high yield market have
led to a reallocation of assets into “risk-off” investments.
Recent global events could also support our argument.
Looking back at our 2015 outlook, we suggested that
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further spread compression would be a challenge given
the strong performance in 2014 and our projections
for positive, yet weaker returns in 2015. Again, further
spread compression will be a challenge in 2016.
2015 Issuance Approaches $400B But Does Not Eclipse
Record; 2016 Issuance Expected Lower - Another
recurring theme throughout 2015 that is likely to extend
into the new year centers around market technicals
and expectations for issuance. Municipal bond supply
forecasts generally take account of interest rate views.
Continued on page 14

LIFE-LONG
LEARNING FOR
INVESTMENT
PROFESSIONALS
We are proud to introduce a new series of
individual courses we are calling Beyond the
Basics. Courses are most suitable for Bond
School grads or professionals with a solid
financial foundation. We’ll dive deeper into
different strategies and asset classes, giving
you the opportunity to both brush up and
learn new concepts and strategies.

FIRST UP:
MUNICIPAL BOND
CREDIT ANALYSIS
The first video segment is available free of
charge at www.fixedincomeacademy.com, or
you can purchase the complete course and
earn 3 CPE credits for just $99. See site for
details. Call 800-243-5097 or email ask@
fixedincomeacademy.com with questions.
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While there appears to be an upward bias in rates, our
projections for a gradual tightening sequence should not
result in significantly greater borrowing costs for issuers,
although there could likely be a thinner universe of
refunding candidates.

uneven so logically there has been an uneven trajectory
for municipal credit. Revenue collection volatility will
likely endure in 2016, both at the state and local level,
particularly given the erratic episodes of the 2015 U.S.
equity market. Most states are still below pre-recession
peaks. States, however, will continue to possess greater
budgetary and operational flexibility than locals.
Nevertheless, although many credits have plateaued in
terms of improving quality, overall credit quality is sound
and contributes to a constructive backdrop heading into
2016.

We expect volume to be lower in 2016 relative to 2015,
likely in the $360B to $385B range. Refunding activity
is not expected to match what we have seen in 2015,
particularly since we saw heavy issuance ($408.3B) in
2005. 2006 issuance was down to $388.7B. However, any
uncertainty over the pace of a “post-lift-off” tightening
sequence could elevate the level of refundings early
We do not envision a liberal application of Chapter 9
in the year, but the overall refunding economics will
given individual state limitations. Approximately half
likely be tempered. However, depending upon interest
of the states do not authorize Chapter 9 and for those
rate movements and refunding
that do, meeting the insolvency test
opportunities, our overall supply
and other requirements is not easily
estimates may be subject to revision.
done. In our view, although we do not
While fiscal austerity
While fiscal austerity measures
think that there is a one-size fits all
were pursued in 2015, resulting in
approach to Chapter 9, we are starting
measures were pursued
rather tight new money issuance,
to see guidance formation that may
in
2015,
resulting
in
we believe that a back-log of capital
help issuers and investors throughout
needs and some evidence of more
the process. There is evidence that
rather
tight
new
money
relaxed spending policy could raise
shows that pension beneficiary
new-money volume throughout
interests are prioritized at the expense
issuance, we believe
2016.
of bondholders and we think future
that a back-log of
cases will follow this pattern. Still,
As indicated, new-money financing
certain local governments may
capital needs and
may rise above 2015 levels, but not
look towards Chapter 9 as a way
appreciably as we move through the
to restructure overly burdensome
some evidence of
election cycle and issuers continue
pension requirements. As the market
to pursue fiscal austerity. Further,
sees more Chapter 9 experience,
more relaxed spending
unfunded pension liabilities and
there is likely to be more in the way of
policy
could
raise
other post-employment benefits
“recovery discovery” and we may see
(OPEB’s) will continue to crowd
a greater application of consensual
new-money
volume
out other funding commitments,
restructuring.
including debt service. These
throughout 2016.
considerations are likely to
Credit and sector selection remains
overshadow the presence of stilla key investment consideration.
compelling borrowing terms that
Various states will be confronted with
will likely be available in 2016 as well as significant
budget deficits and their response will likely influence
infrastructure needs. Again, we point out the importance
rating agency actions. Certain states will need to draw
of “net supply” figures, which account for the amount
on reserves as a way to address their imbalances, and
of redemptions and maturities that effectively remove
with greater revenue volatility we expect there to be
product from the system. Factoring in these data points,
greater pressure to draw on reserves. Revenue growth
we are seeing negative “net supply” for 2015 and we
will remain elusive for many states and revenue volatility
expect similar patterns for 2016.
may be seen in those states that rely heavily upon equity
market performance. Corporate income tax volatility
Muni Credit Has Largely Plateaued, but Overall Quality
is Sound - The economic recovery has been visibly
Continued on page 15
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may occur in those states that count on this revenue
stream, particularly if corporate inversion becomes
an issue. Variability in revenue forecasting may be
linked to, among other things, uncertain reliance on
Federal support. Those states that have mechanisms
for automatic spending cuts when
revenues do not meet expectations
may enjoy added budgetary
flexibility.
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Variability

For local governmental credits,
in revenue
strong financial operations with
forecasting
ample reserve balances, economic
diversification, strong valuations,
may be linked to,
manageable pension requirements,
and sound management and debt
among other
practices should be overriding
considerations - We can observe
things,
that the economic recovery is clearly
uneven with local governments
uncertain reliance
showing the greatest variance.
on Federal
Many have still not recovered to
Legal Matters — This report does not take into
pre-recession performance and those
account the investment objectives, financial
support.
situation or specific needs of any particular client of
states with noted credit pressure
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FUN
FACT$

• WE CALL A
DOLLAR A ‘BUCK’
BECAUSE IN THE
FRONTIER DAYS,
THE PELT OF A
MALE BUCK WAS
WORTH A DOLLAR.
• WHEN IT COMES
TO FLIPPING A
COIN, THREE TIMES
AS MANY PEOPLE
WILL GUESS
‘HEADS’ THAN
‘TAILS’.

Online Registration for the 2016 GIOA

Conference is available at www.GIOA.US .
We are again offering free registration
for first-time government attendees, as
well as NASBA eligible CPE credits.

• SUNDAY
NEWSPAPER
COUPON INSERTS
ARE THE SECONDMOST READ
SECTION OF THE
PAPER, AFTER THE
FRONT PAGE.

The Preliminary Agenda is posted
on the Events page, and includes an
all-day Pre-Conference Workshop for
government members only on Wednesday,
a Welcome Reception for all attendees
that evening, and a “NCAA Basketball” Party on
Thursday evening. The main sessions run all day Thursday and conclude
Friday at 11:00 am.

• 92% OF US WOULD
RATHER BE RICH
THAN FIND THE
LOVE OF OUR
LIVES.

There’s a limited block of rooms and a deadline of
February 22, 2016, so please book early. You need
to mention the group code XGIOA16 to receive
the room rate of $78 for a standard room or
$130 for a Monaco Suite (both with a $25 resort
fee). Monaco Suites can now be booked directly
through the link above.

WHO KNEW?
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For Hotel Reservations call 1.800.311.8999 or visit https://resweb.
passkey.com/go/XGIOA16 to make your reservation online.

10655 Park Run Drive, Suite 120, Las Vegas, Nevada 89144
702.489.8993 • www.GIOA.us
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